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ABSTRACT We develop a quantitative theory of kinetic proofreading with an arbitrary
number of checking steps after the hydrolysis of a nucleoside triphosphate. In particular, we
investigate the relationship between the minimum dissipation of free energy required for a
given error frequency in such systems. Several conclusions can be drawn from the present
treatment: first, the ultimate accuracy of error correcting selective pathways is set by the
displacement from equilibrium of the nucleoside triphosphates. Second, it is advantageous to
achieve a desired accuracy at a small energy dissipation with several checking steps rather
than a single one. This could explain antinomies in the amino acylation reaction as well as in
mRNA translation, where small structural differences lead to large differences in flow rates
between right and wrong substrates. Third, all checking steps should contribute equally to the
accuracy, which implies a specific and symmetrical set of rate constants for the checking
events on the enzyme.
INTRODUCTION
Gene replication, translation of the messenger-RNA on the ribosomes, and the amino
acylation reaction have low error rates. For DNA replication the probability of an error
ranges between 1o-8 and 1010 (Fowler et al., 1974). The probability of a mistake in the
amino acylation of transfer-RNA or by a misreading of the codon triplet is -3 x 1O-4 or
smaller (Loftfield, 1963; Loftfield and Vanderjagt, 1972).
In the acylation reaction several amino acids have competitors with small structural
differences. Pauling (1958) argued that valine and isoleucine are so similar that it would be
difficult for the synthetase to achieve an error frequency below a few percent.
Experiments on tRNAs with complementary or mismatching anticodon loops (Eisinger and
Gross, 1975; Grosjean et al., 1978) show that as a rule the specificity of triplet-triplet binding
free energy in such systems is not consistent with the error rate of ribosomal translation
(Grosjean et al., 1978). These examples point towards a possible dilemma in selective
biosynthetic pathways: the intrinsic structural selectivity d, where (c.f. Hopfield, 1974;
Fersht, 1977a) d = eAG-/RT may not be large enough to account for the low error frequencies
which have been observed in vivo. There are two different ways to resolve the problem. In the
first we may argue that existing theoretical considerations and that experiments performed in
artificial systems underestimate the free energy difference AGmax that exist in real systems
(c.f. Kurland, et al. 1975). The other way the dilemma can be resolved (and this will be of
primary interest here) is by the operation of error correcting devices.
When no error correction exists the ratio between the flow of correct (JC) and incorrect
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(JW) product formation always fulfills the inequality
JC/JW < eAG.x/RT =d
provided that activation free energies are also included in AG.,, (c.f. Fersht, 1977a and
below).
This limit can be exceeded by kinetic proofreading. General properties connected with such
mechanisms were clarified in two theoretical works (Hopfield, 1974; Ninio, 1975). First, a
discard branch is necessary in the enzymatic pathway from substrate S to product P:
E+S+A.A E,+P+ M
11
E + S + M
Second, the discard step must be thermodynamically driven out from the main pathway by
its coupling to the hydrolysis of a nucleoside triphosphate A. The driving force is provided by
the displacement from equilibrium of A with its hydrolytic products M as demonstrated by
(Kurland, 1978):
[A]
[ M KAMY,
a> 1.
Several DNA polymerases have an exonuclease activity (Goulian et al., 1968; Brutlag and
Kornberg, 1972). The suggestion (Kornberg, 1969) that this property of the polymerases is
used as an error correcting device in gene replication is now widely accepted.
Experiments by Norris and Berg (1964) and Baldwin and Berg (1966) have shown that an
erroneous activation of an amino acid in the acylation reaction can be subsequently corrected
by hydrolysis of the AA-AMP complex.
Direct evidence for free energy driven editing mechanisms has recently been obtained with
quenchtd stopped flow systems in several cases in the amino acylation reaction (e.g., Fersht
and Kaethner, 1976; Fersht, 1977b).
The existence of kinetic proofreading in at least two selective biosynthetic pathways may
therefore be regarded as experimentally well established. In this work theoretical aspects of
error correcting mechanisms are considered. We start with the assumption that AG.,, for
certain combinations of competing substrates corresponds to a d value that is smaller than the
required discrimination D of the system:
Jc
= D > d.Jw
We formulate the kinetic proofreading schemes so that the law of detailed balance is made
explicit. In this way the absolute limits of accuracy as well as the necessary free energy
dissipation of such systems can be determined. Finally, the optimization of these parameters,
along with its consequences for the kinetic properties of the enzyme, are discussed. An
alternative treatment with complementary information to this work is presented elsewhere.'
'Blomberg, C., and M. Ehrenberg. 1980. Manuscript submitted for publication.
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REDUCTION OF NONBRANCHED STEADY STATE DIAGRAMS
Consider a nonbranched multistep enzymatic pathway leading from substrate S to the
formation of product P:
kol k,2 k23 k,,- I,n kR'j+ I
E+ S +A BEl E2 * * -- E, E+P+M- (1)k1o k2, k32 k,,,,_, k+I,+m
The enzyme couples the reaction S P with the degradation A - M of a cosubstrate. Define
equilibrium constants for all steps in scheme 1
Ki = ki- i; i= 1, 2 ... n + (2)
In equilibrium the concentrations of P and S are connected by
|-S1_ KPS - e ) . (3)
jos and Aop are standard free energies for S and P, respectively. Similarly, for A and M
I [AJ | = KAM = e MOA)/RT (4)
[Ml
A state E, is in equilibrium connected with the initial state E + S + A by products of the
equilibrium constants K,:
j|E[ [5t] [AlL = C=JII Kj; i = 1, 2 ...n (5)
We can also define
KPS
KAM
A steady state flow over the enzyme with net formation of product will be established if the
concentrations of P and M are shifted below equilibrium with S and A:
[P] [M] = [S] [A] * 1/a, (6)KAM
Ai, 1.
j3 is composed of the displacement of P from equilibrium with S and the displacement of A
from equilibrium with M:
[P] = KPS * [S]6p, (7)
[A] = KAM - [M]'y, (8)
so that
I/# = bp/py. (9)
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A large value of y may be used to concentrate product molecules in relation to substrate, i.e.,
bp >> 1 can be associated with net formation of P provided that # > 1. The dissipation of free
energy per mole of product is
WdiSS = RT[log (y) - log (6p)] = RTlog (), (10)
Wdi. > O-
Define displacements from equilibrium bi for all states of scheme 1 according to
[Ej] = [E] [S] [A]Cibi; i = 1, 2. .. n, (11)
1/fl = bn+ 1
The flows over the individual steps are now
JO= J = [E] [S] [A]RO(1 - ),
Ji = J = [E] [S] [A]Ri(bi -bi+ ); i = 1, 2. . . n, (12)
where
Ro= kol
Ri= C1k1,1+. (13)
From Eq. 12 it follows that scheme 1, with respect to its input-output properties, may be
reduced (c.f. Ninio, 1975):
J = [E] [S] [A]R(1- 1/f),
where
R E R * (14)
It is convenient to use the shorthand notation
6=1 61 62 6~'/
E+S+A RRR,---6---/flE + |S E + P + M
for scheme 1 which illustrates the flow equations (12). Via the transformation in Eq. 14 this
can now be written
6= 1 6=R1/fR
E+S+A E+P+ M
SELECTIVITY IN NONBRANCHED KINETIC SCHEMES
The enzyme E discriminates between two substrates Sc and sw by creating different rate
constants Ri for the species. The flow of cognate substrate is
Jc = [E] [SC] [A]RC(1 -I//C)
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and of noncognate
Jw = [E] [SW] [A]RW(1 - I /3W)
where, according to Eq. 14,
1 1
RC Ri
1 1
Rw R,
Every step of the enzyme will give its contribution to the overall selectivity. Define di, the
intrinsic discrimination of step i, according to
di = RcR! = C, - eG/RT (15)
where
AGi = (,wO- c,&) + ('wi +1 c-o4+ l) (16)
p, and ii are standard free energies for the state Ei for right and wrong substrates,
respectively. 4' +I and *w+I denote the activation free energies related to a transition from E,
to E,+, (Fig. 1).
If there exists a limitation in the enzyme structure with respect to how much it can separate
between two similar substrates (c.f. Introduction), then
AGi < AGmax,
or, equivalently,
di < d = eAG-/RT (17)
IW *
2 / 7 J l M1_2/
LL. / / Oi
E+S+A El E El., E.P+M
REACTION COORDINATE
FIGURE I Illustration of the accuracy determining parameter AG,, in steady state flows. Free energy
contour for cognate substrates ( ); noncongate substrates ( * ).
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The overall discrimination of the enzyme is
n
z-Ui
RCi-O R1(18)
Rw n l (8
i-O Ri
where for convenience the index c has been deleted on RC. The ratio RC/RW increases with
increasing di irrespective of the set {RIn. Therefore the overall selectivity is limited by the
maximum selectivity of a single step:
RC/RW < d
The maximum value of RC/RW is reached if every step i has the selectivity d or if the most
accurate step is much slower than all the others. This proves formally that without an energy
driven error correction mechanism there is no way to enhance the selectivity above d by
introducing several reaction steps. For a somewhat less general but similar statement, see
Ninio (1975).
SELECTIVITY IN BRANCHED KINETIC SCHEMES WITHOUT
COSUBSTRATE DISPLACEMENT
Consider a branched kinetic scheme of the type:
kol k,2 k23 k"n1 "' kn.1+ I
E + S + A El s - E2 ** * En - E + P + M.klo k2, k32 kx X l kn+ ,.
q-, |[ qlq-2 || q2 q-n ]| qn (I19)
E+S+M E+S+M E+S+M (19
The law of detailed balance (e.g., de Groot and Mazur, 1969) implies that
qi - q-i * Ci * KAM; i == L, 2 . .. n,,. (20)
These relations can be used to eliminate the set {qili7. In shorthand notation scheme 19 may
be written
S AE+ M
E+S+M 6= l1/y
where
Qi = q-i * Ci. (22)
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If y = 1 in scheme 21, i.e., if the cosubstrate A is in equilibrium with its degradation products,
M, then the overall selectivity can never exceed d. To understand this, note that with y = 1
schemes of this type may also be reduced. For cognate substrates:
6=1Rc
E + Sc + A E + PC + M
and for noncognate
Rw
E+SW+A E+Pw+M
The contracted schemes RC and RW may be obtained by iteration
Rc= Ycn,
Yi-y + Ri + Q '
Yco+Ro
and
Rw YnwRl
y)= (R1/d,) Yw- + Ri/d, + Q1/fi
Yo = Ro/do.
According to our assumptions, d. < d, andfi < d. For an arbitrary set of parameters {Ri, QJ7
the ratio RC/RW increases with increasing di and f. The same maximum d is obtained when
di =fi = d; i = 1, 2 ... n;. Therefore RC/Rw c d in this case also.
STEADY STATE EQUATIONS IN KINETIC PROOFREADING
In this section the basic definitions and equations for a system using proofreading to enhance
selectivity will be given. We assume that the concentrations of correct and incorrect substrates
are the same:
[SC] = [SW] = [S]. (23)
Two types of product molecules are formed in the process, correct ones Pc and wrong ones Pw.
The cosubstrate A is displaced from equilibrium with M according to Eq. 8 and 'y is now
larger than one.
The standard free energies of right and wrong substrates and products are considered
identical:
= (24)
Aoc wp
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so that
[PC] = Kpsbc [S],
[Pw] = Kpspw[S]. (25)
The correct product is displaced from equilibrium with correct substrate by the factor 6' and
the noncorrect product by the factor 6.
Restrictions 23 and 24, which have been introduced to simplify the derivations, do not limit
the generality of the treatment, since they can easily be relieved in the final expressions of the
theory (c.f. Eq. A24). The enzyme has one set of rate constants for the correct molecules and
another for the wrong ones. Using the generalized rate constants R, and Qi defined in Eqs. 13
and 22 we may write schematically for correct molecules:
nC+M=I/c
Pc+ M+E
(26)
1 /ey
and correspondingly for the wrong ones:
Jw
n
Pbn'+I =M + E
Pw + M + E
(27)
1 /ey
The flow J, is the number of moles passing from state i to i + 1 in the enzyme-substrate
complex per unit time. Li is the loss flow through checking step i. The displacements 1 /,,C and
I /8 are defined from
[PC] [M] KAM Scp
c [Sc] [A] Kcp 'y
[Pw][MI KAM 'P
W[SW] [A] KPS y
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For a positive net flow from substrate to product the second law of thermodynamics states that
(c.f. Eq. 10) I/icw< 1.
The enzyme makes a twofold use of the cosubstrate A: three free energy drop RT log ('y)
available from hydrolysis of A is as before used to shift the reaction to the product side. In
addition, the displacement y now drives the exit flows Li outwards.
The steady state treatment requires for its consistency a net exit flow from the product pool.
We shall assume that the outflow is proportional to the concentration of product molecules:
J= kE * [P] (29)
J= kE [Pw]¢
The discrimination ratio D we deflne as the product flow of correct molecules divided by the
product flow of incorrect ones:
DJ=Jw (30)
It is clear from Eqs. 25 and 28, and the boundary conditions of Eq. 29 that D can be expressed
according to:
[PC] 6c _ w[D= [PW] = 6 = __ . (31)
This ratio is related to the probability of an error PE in a location in a polymer by
PE = 1/(D + 1). Before developing the analysis further we shall relate the formalism to real
cases. In the amino acylation reaction, E is an aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase, for which sc is a
correct amino acid and a correct tRNA. sw represents an incorrect amino acid or an incorrect
tRNA. PC is an aminoacyl-tRNA molecule where the amino acid correctly matches its tRNA.
The cosubstrate A is ATP and M is AMP + PP,. The in vivo level of y can be estimated to be
- 1010. For translation of mRNA, the substrate sc is an aminoacyl-tRNA interacting with a
matching codon and forming an additional peptide bond releasing a free tRNA molecule.
Correspondingly, Sw represents an aminoacyl-tRNA with a mismatching codon-anticodon
interaction. The cosubstrate A here is GTP, and M is GDP + phosphate. The in vivo level of -Y
can be estimated to be - 107. Finally, in the case ofDNA replication, the substrate molecules
are the four deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates, and the products are inserted nucleoside
monophosphates in the DNA chain. The cosubstrate A is in this case identical with the
substrate, and proofreading is made possible by the release of pyrophosphate in the reaction.
The excess level -y should in this case be defined as
[dXTP]
[dXMP] [PPi] = KAM *.
Schemes 26 and 27 are directly applicable to the growth of a polymer, where the parameter kE
in Eq. 29 is related to the rate of chain elongation. The steady state conditions may be applied
either to a growing system where the full products, proteins, or DNA are diluted by cell
division or, as a very close approximation, to cases where proteins are created and
subsequently degraded, with their amino acids returning to the amino acid pool. The
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parameters t3 and ,3,, which define the boundary conditions for schemes 26 and 27, determine
the concentration of polymers in relation to monomers in the system, given the standard free
energies of substrates and products.
The dissipation of free energy over the enzyme originates from two different flows. The first
(I) is the hydrolysis of cosubstrate molecules A over the checking steps without product
formation. The second (II) is the dilution of the products P + M below equilibrium with the
substrates S + A. Denoting the dissipation of free energy per mole of formed product by Wd1,.
we have (c.f. Eq. 10):
Wdiss J[(JC - Jn) + (JO - Jn)] log (7)l
RT JC + J1
+{jcJln_ log (3c) + _in_ log (,3w)}. (32)
Ths discrimination ratio D is determined by the requirements of low error levels in gene
replication and protein synthesis. In our treatment we shall establish how the enzyme can use
a given intrinsic discrimination d to achieve the required D with as small losses of free energy
as possible. In mathematical terms: minimize Wdj,, with respect to all rate constants in
schemes 26 and 27 and with the subsidiary condition
D= Jc/Jw.
The minimization may also include the external parameters 'y and 3c. A limitation in AGmax
may be expressed as two inequalities:
I Id -< RcICRcw d, (3
I/d-<QiC/Q 'd.
The first inequality states that the cognate molecules may not go more than a factor d faster in
the forward direction, and the second that the noncognate molecules may not go more than a
factor d faster over the exit step. The most advantageous case, given AG.,, is obtained when
Rc = R,, Rw Rild; i = 0,1,2..n.
.3n;
Q. Q, Qw dQj; i == 1,2 . .. n;.
The definitions of R, and Qi in Eqs. 13 and 22 show that these two conditions can be realized
simultaneously if all states E, have the same standard free energy for correct and incorrect
substrates. Furthermore, two different selection mechanisms are required: one for the forward
step and one for the vertical editing step.
Such mechanisms are favored by present knowledge: the exonuclease activity of the DNA
polymerase is separated from its polymerase activity (Kornberg, 1969; Jovin et al., 1969).
Also, the deacylating activity of aminoacyl synthetases is related to a specific site (Fersht and
Dingwall, 1979). The double advantage for cognate molecules in Eq. 34 will lead to a very
efficient mechanism for proofreading with almost negligible losses of nucleoside triphosphates
associated with cognate product formation.
The inequalities in expression 33 have been made symmetrical with respect to the
advantage for the cognate in the forward direction and its disadvantage to pass through the
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vertical proofreading steps. Special constructions, implying an asymmetry in the two cases
like the "double sieve mechanism" (Fersht, 1977a), can, after a minor modification, be
included in the theoretical framework developed here. Alternatives to the choice (Eq. 34) are
discussed elsewhere (see footnote 1).
Given Eq. 34, the flows in schemes 26 and 27 are determined by the 2n + 1 rate constants
Ri and Q, and the boundary conditions
i = =w 1; 6+ =1/B3sA n+l =
We have (c.f. Eq. 12)
Jc = [E][SI[A]R,(6W - W+1);J! = [E][S][A] §. (5W - +lO (35)
The flows over the discard steps are
Lc= [E][S][A]Q,(6W - l/y);L, = [E][SJ[A]Q,d(6w - l/'Y). (36)
Conservation of mass implies
Lc+ Jc Jc_,;Lw + Jw=J,_,. (37)
At the boundaries:
JO
-
[E] [S] [A]Ro(l
-
bc), JoW= [E] [S] [A] Rd° (I _ bw) (38)
and
c [E] [S] [AlR.(ec- I/flc), Jw [El [S] [A] d (6n - 1/#W) (39)
Relationships between the exit rate constant from the product pool kE and the displacements
1 /#,, and 1 /i3w can be obtained from Eqs. 28, 29, and 39:
[E] [A] 1/flj = kE . /1c; [El [A] . Rn (nw _ /f ) k / 4KPS KPS d
It follows from Eqs. 36 and 37 that the displacements and the flows are connected by the
relations
bc I 1-+ I /-Y, bw i- + I /-Y ~~(41)i [E] [S][A]Qi + [E] [S] [A]Q d
and that the recursive relations
J~=Ri(J''QJI J'QJ'+) jw = (J;, I- J - ~ -(42)
( Qi Qi+tI) d2 ( Qi Q+l)I42
are valid. It is possible to solve Eqs. 42 by iterative formulae or to assume special cases for the
rate constants where analytical expressions for Jc and Jw exist. However, in a search for
optimum properties of the mechanism, a different approach is more suitable.
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SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF THE PROOFREADING DIAGRAM
In this section we develop the necessary mathematical tools to determine the extremum
properties of proofreading diagrams 26 and 27. A detailed derivation is given in the
Appendix.
To make the problem tractable we need a new set of independent variables to replace the
generalized rate constants R1 and Qi defined in Eqs. 13 and 22. Define ai and Xi from
i i
(iJ I( - aYj), Ji = ow II (I - X>); i = 1, 2, . .. n;. (43)
i i i-ij-l j l
The parameters ai and 4i, which constitute the new variable set, describe the fractions of
molecules lost over the checking step i:
LiC = ai * Jc, Liw =X Jiw (44)
From Eqs. 31 and 43 we obtain:
D = s J (45)
n O 0
where
n n
Pa=(I-aI ai), P=, I(1-Xi). (46)
i-1 i-I
In the Appendix we show how the two sets of variables {Ri/Ro, Qi/Ro}n and {ai, ilJn are
connected. We further demonstrate that the discrimination ratio D is expressed symmetrically
by the variables Jai, fill:
D n d ( c (47)
where
n
P=1I i (48)
i-I
and
*i = d2ai(I -_ i) -_ i,(1- ai) (49)
Expression 47 is valid for arbitrary boundary conditions. In what follows we restrict the
treatment to boundary conditions according to Eq. 29.
By putting ,Sc = ,B for convenience and using Eq. 31, the discrimination ratio D may be
written
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{1 -18 1+ _-1d
D== d * y PO1/} + l l*'(50)
The dissipation of free energy per mole of total product according to Eq. 32 can now be
written
==
-J D+Ilo ' +og()+ log (D). (51)RT [D + I (Pa ) + I (PO |g() g( D + I
Both the discrimination ratio D and Wdi,, depend only on the full products P,, P,, and PO. This
immediately indicates the equivalence of all steps in the mechanism independent of the values
of (3 and oy. Therefore, an unconstrained maximization of D as well as a minimization of Wdj,,
with Eq. 50 as a subsidiary condition are connected with the relations
ai= a,
;i = 1, 2,. n;. (52)
=i4.
This means that the loss fraction in each proofreading step should be the same both for
cognate and noncognate molecules. It also follows from Eq. 52 that (see Appendix)
RilRo = r,(r)-'; i = 1, 2,. .. n - 1;
Qi/Ro = q1(r)-'; i = 1, 2,. n;(53)
Therefore, if the mechanism minimizes its dissipative losses of free energy, the rate constants
Ri and Qi vary with the same factor r from one step to the next, except at the boundaries. It is
important to recognize that the equipartitioning of flows in Eq. 52 is associated not only with a
set of rate constants according to Eq. 53, but also with a particular choice of ,3 and 'Y. If these
boundary conditions are changed, then Eq. 52 is no longer valid. In fact, setting up difference
equations for the flow factors ai and Xi for a mechanism where the rate constants obey Eq. 53
leads to two solutions for each (c.f. Eqs. A30 and A3 1):
+ r + q ) (1+ r + q)2 - 4r,2 -2
1++ 2q (54)+ r + dq (+) (1 +r+d 2q)2- 4r,2 -2
where
q = (q,/rl)r.
In optimum cases the mechanism has been adjusted so that only solutions corresponding to
positive values of a and 4) are retained. When the boundary conditions are changed the other
two solutions contribute.
It is instructive to formulate D directly in terms of the rate constants. This can be done
simply when Eq. 52 is valid. We have (c.f. Eqs. A29 and A30)
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Pa 1 d-1 1
D=d Pr y d 3 (55)
(1 - 1/z)P+ I
Pr lY
where
Pr = r (56)
and where a and X are chosen positive in Eq. 54. Two limiting cases can be used to clarify the
properties of this expression. First, when r << 1, both 1 - a and 1 - XO are small. It follows
directly from Eq. 51 that in this case there are large excess flows of nucleoside triphosphates.
A first order approximation in r yields:
1 - a = r/(l + q), 1 -I = r/(l + d2q)
and this gives
-d
(I + q) + d (57)
D=d (1- 1/) (I + d2q) (7
Second, when r is large the flow factors are approximately given by
r r
r + q r + d q
and therefore
D=(d /r+q, d (58)
(1 -1/ (r nl~qf +
In this case the losses of cosubstrate molecules over the discard steps are small. However, since
now (1 /r) << 1, a large value of D necessarily requires large values of both ,3 and y. Eq. 58 is
therefore also connected with a large energy dissipation.
A proofreading mechanism that uses many steps will have better properties with respect to
its energy consumption than one that has one or a few. The case where the number of steps
goes to infinity is therefore of considerable interest, since this always corresponds to the best
solution of the editing problem with respect to its energy dissipation. We can visualize such a
mechanism as--a diffusion-like relative motion of the substrate in the enzyme-substrate
complex from the degrading step of the cosubstrate to the release of product. The vertical
outgoing steps in diagrams 26 and 27 correspond in this limit to an outflow of products per
"length unit" of the enzyme.
The substitutions
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Ri-.Rorln(l +rn)',
QiR q1(I +r/n)'
n
lead straightforwardly to
a-r d-1 1 1(I-1/,y)e- d ( y
JimD=-d 1
(1- 1/'y) er + -
where a and 4 are given by
a=-r/2 + q +±r2/4,
=
-r/2 + /qd2 + r2/4.
The dissipation of free energy is in this limit given by
hl e D (e_- i) + D_ (e - 1) log (,y) + lo +g + log (D).t--WRT LD+1I D+1I D+1I
ABSOLUTE LIMITS OF KINETIC PROOFREADING
In this section we shall determine unconstrained upper limits for the discrimination ratio D,
given the intrinsic discrimination d and the external parameters y and ,B. In the literature one
usually ascribes to proofreading the capacity of squaring the intrinsic discrimination of the
first step. From an advantage d the mechanism may by editing obtain the advantage d2. Since
we have assumed here that the free energy difference AG.., may be used in two different ways
for forward and outward discrimination according to Eq. 34 we would obtain d3 instead. For a
mechanism with n steps where the discrimination increases by the factor d2 in each, the
corresponding limit would be given by
Dmax G d(d)2n. (59)
However, when (d)2 > y there exists a much lower upper bound (Appendix):
Dmax<d (1 d A) (60)
The corresponding limit without error correction, obtainable by an elementary consideration,
is given by:
Dmax d(I d 11) (61)
The term (d - 1)/d * 1/( describes the influence of the backreaction from product to
substrate. The factor y in expression 60 is a direct and unavoidable consequence of the law of
detailed balance: when the concentration of noncognate substrate molecules in a state on the
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enzyme is displaced more than a factor 1/fy below its equilibrium value, the cosubstrate
hydrolysis will be insufficient to drive the discard flow outwards. Instead, an inflow will
appear and no further selective advantage is obtained. In the Appendix we outline how to
derive exact expressions for D,. Since the unconstrained maximum is always connected with
the condition r = 0, Dmax may be obtained from Eq. 57 by taking the derivative of D with
respect to q. When 1 /,B = 0, which corresponds to negligible backflow, an expression for Dmax
in closed form can be derived (Eq. A33). The highest possible accuracy for a given d and a
given displacement y is obtained in the limit of infinitely many steps in the mechanism:
lim Dmax - - l)(d - (62)
P-M ~~dn-Xa
When the discrimination ratio is maximized with no restrictions, the extreme value is always
connected with an infinite dissipation of free energy per mole of product because the
reciprocal yield:
D+ I (P,a D+ I (P
in Eq. 51 tends to infinity.
We may therefore conclude that no enzyme is constructed to achieve the highest possible
accuracy without taking the free energy dissipation into account, since this would turn it into a
nucleoside triphosphatase with negligible product formation. We have explicitly calculated
elsewhere (see footnote 1) how the excess losses of nucleoside triphosphates vary when
ultimate limits as in Eqs. A33 and 62 are approached.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FREE ENERGY DISSIPATION AND
ACCURACY IN OPTIMUM CASES
In this work, we consequently consider the total dissipation of free energy W j. over the
mechanism as the relevant measure of its efficiency. The boundary conditions at the product
side, summarized by the displacement ,B, and the boundary condition at the proofreading exit
pathways, expressed by the displacement y, may either be varied and thus included in the
minimization of Wds or kept constant at values chosen a priori. In the first case the
underlying assumption is that both y and d are determined by the requirements of the
particular proofreading mechanism under investigation. This will give the absolute minimum
energy dissipation for a given error and a given intrinsic selectivity d. In the second case y or ,B
are determined by other demands of the cell, external to the proofreading process, and the
enzyme structure has been adjusted to these levels.
The power of the multistep mechanism is illustrated by an example chosen to be close to the
conditions of the amino acylation reaction. The intrinsic, structurally determined selectivity d
is 50. An error probability of 1/50,000, which is a thousandfold decrease, is required. The
ATP displacement y is fixed at 1010 and the optimum proofreading process is determined with
the parameter (3 as a free variable. In Fig. 2 A the dissipation of free energy, and in Fig. 2 B
the excess loss of ATP defined as (J -J)/Jo, are shown as functions of the number of steps
in the process. In this particular case a one-step mechanism is close to its ultimate limit and
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FIGURE 2 (A) The total dissipation of free energy Wd,. as a function of the number of steps n in the
proofreading mechanism. d = 50, D 50,000, y - 1010. (B) The triphosphate losses related to discarding
of cognate molecules as a function of the number of steps for the same mechanism.
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FIGURE 3 The total dissipation of free energy for a continuous mechanism (n - ) as a function of the
error frequency. d 100, [SC]/[SwJ I (A); d 100, [SC]/ [Sw] 0.05 (0); d - 10, [SC]/[SW] - I (O).
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therefore dissipates much energy because of a high level of ATP hydrolysis. At 10 steps the
dissipation of free energy is close to its minimum level, and there is only a 3% chance for a
correctly activated amino acid to be discarded. When d * d2" , D, an n-step process behaves
very much like a continuous (n -- cc) process. In this case the most dramatic change is
therefore seen when the number of steps increases from one to five.
We have investigated two continuous (n -- oc) processes with respect to how the energy
dissipation varies as a function of the error rate (Fig. 3). Both y and ,B were used as
independent variables and were thus determined by the requirement of minimum dissipation
of free energy. In the rirst, d = 100 and in the second, d = 10. The curves are approximately
linear for d = 100 but display a distinct upward curvature for d = 1O. Clearly, an error
frequency of 10-10 can be obtained without serious energy losses when d = 100 but not when
d= 10.
In Fig. 4, the displacement y of the nucleoside triphosphates is shown as a function of the
error frequency. There is a remarkable linearity over 20 orders of magnitude:
Y f (PE) 1/PE = D.
This functional relationship is
parameter d.
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FIGURE 4 The nucleoside triphosphate displacement y determined by the requirements of optimal
proofreading, as a function of the error level. The same mechanisms and symbols as in Fig. 3.
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CONCLUSIONS
In our study we have calculated the dissipative losses of a proofreading system from the
displacements from equilibrium of the products of the reaction. This is in contrast to the usual
identifi'cation of the costs of selection with the excess number of nucleoside triphosphates
hydrolyzed in proofreading systems (Galas and Branscomb, 1978; Savageau and Freter,
1979). The latter measures only the fluxes in the editing branches and must be combined with
the molar free energy loss to give a true measure of the dissipative cost of the editing function.
Accordingly, the dissipative losses of selection are determined by both the total fluxes of all
products and the displacements from equilibrium of all products.
In addition, we have exploited a novel formulation of branched kinetic systems to obtain the
limits of accuracy in such systems. In particular, when the displacements from equilibrium of
the selected product as well as of the cosubstrate (e.g., ATP) are fixed, the accuracy of the
system cannot exceed the term:
D<dy(I d- 1
The necessary relationship between accuracy of selection and dissipative losses can also be
used to formulate an optimized kinetic scheme in which a given accuracy is to be obtained at a
minimum dissipative loss. Such an optimization is realized by introducing multiple editing
steps after the hydrolysis of the cosubstrate. In addition, the minimum entropy production is
observed when the system is arranged symmetrically with the flows partitioned so that a
constant fraction is discarded at each branch point. This result is independent of the absolute
magnitude of the displacements at either the exit or discard branches. To the extent that
naturally occurring selection systems have evolved to minimize free energy losses, these
principles of optimal function should be reflected in the kinetic structure of enzyme systems.
That such principles may indeed be relevant is suggested by recent work of Fersht (1977b).
His results indicate in at least one case that multiple editing steps are employed by an enzyme
that amino-acylates tRNA. Furthermore, this selection system operates with a virtually
negligible excess hydrolysis of the cosubstrate ATP (Mulvey and Fersht, 1977).
The advantages of symmetrically arranged multistage editing schemes have been recog-
nized by Freter and Savageau.2 However, there are important differences between their
treatment and ours. Since they make no explicit use of the displacements from equilibrium of
the products of the reaction, the necessary relationship between the accuracy of a selection
and its energetic cost is missing in this treatment.
The variation of their formal parameters does not take into account the law of detailed
balance. Consequently the displacement-determined upper limits on the accuracy in multistep
editing processes are inaccessible. Furthermore, their operationally defined selectivity param-
eters do not correspond to the intrinsic structural selectivities of the mechanism except in the
special case of complete irreversibility in all steps. Under these limiting conditions, their
treatment and ours converge.
2Freter, R., and M. Savageau. Manuscript submitted for publication.
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APPENDIX
The investigation of how a proofreading mechanism should be constructed to achieve a given accuracy at
minimum dissipation of free energy is facilitated by a change of variables from the rate constants
IRI/RO, Q/RIRO to a new set of variables {ai, k7In, which is directly related to the division of flows over
the checking steps. Define a, and Xi from
i i
i-l j-1
To make the notation more suitable express the rate constants as
RC i R 1 ( )i
i=Ir; i =_ IIrj, (A2)RO j jl RO d j-l
and
-i JJII rj * qj,Ro j-,
(A3)
Q li-i
M
-= I IIrj . qid2.
Eq. 41 and definition Al connect the displacements 5 w with the flow factors ai and Xi:
RO[E][S][A] j_1 ri qi y
(A)
Ro/d[E][SJ[A] II rj qid2 +
The boundary conditions in Eq. 38 at the substrate side of the enzyme together with the definitions in
Eq. A3 give
JO= [E][S][A]Ro( -1/( )I Ca, + q1
JOw= [E]S][A]'°R( 1/y) q1 (A5)0 d O1d2+ q1
At the product side the boundary conditions in Eq. 39 give
JC(1 r_ * = [E][S][A]R0 II rj(- ),
(A6)
JW(I 1 ) q d2) = [E][S][A] II ri(1 - 1/fW).n 2 11~~~~~~~~~~~-
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Define two products related to the division of flows over all checking steps:
n n
Pa I(
-ai), PO I(1-y (A7)j-1 j-1
A combination of the boundary conditions at the entry (Eq. A5) and exit (Eq. A6) side of the enzyme
leads to
r( - ) (- a) , q Pa (1-I1 q*n)
-
=
)=( - I8 _P (I _ "8(8
'y 0. Ot11-dn qnJ
+ qI
where
n
Prll rj (A9)
j-1
The recursive relations in Eq. 42 lead to difference equations for the new variables ai and 4, as defined in
Eq. A1:
a =
ri
_ (1- ai)ai+l;i 1, 2,. ..n- 1;
qi qi+ I (A10)
d2(1-i i-1X)lri
qi qi+1
These can be used to express the variables r,/q, and q, +, which are related to the rate constants and are
defined in Eqs. A2 and A3 in terms of the flow factors:
ri (1- ai)(I - i)(d2ai+l - i+,)
q~ (1 a~)ja1~1 (1 -4~)a~~~1 =1,2,.. n -1; (All1)qi (I1ai )oiai+l1- 1 i )aiOj+ 1
1 a,i. d2(1 -k i)-d1(1-a) i = 1, 2,. ... n- 1;. (A12)
qi+ I (1- ai)i * ati+l - (I -i)ai * Oi+1
Given Jai, oil', Eq. All and A12 uniquely determine the parameters r,; i = 2, 3, . . . n - 1; qi; i = 2,
3, ... n; as well as the ratio rl/q1. Two parameters, e.g., q1 and rn/qn are not explicitly expressed by the
flow factors. The next step in the derivation will therefore be to complete the relationship between (ai,
'kAln and RiR/Ro, Q,/ROI.
From Eqs. All and A12 we define variables u, according to
rir, (1- ai)(I - ki)(d2a+j -i+,)
qi Vi+ I aidd2(1- i) - Oi(l -ai)
We may write
Or-n
rJi = Il Pr n P.°h -P-4) 1 I i, (A13)
a, d2
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where
1d2a, (1 -4.,) -4¢(1 - ;i)'' 1, 2 ...n;. (A14)
Use Eq. Al 3 to obtain
qn ((
--an)(I - On)
(4 d 2
where
n
P* *j.i (A16)
i-l
There are now two equations, the boundary conditions in Eq. A8, which can be used to make the
determination of the rate constants from the flow factors a, and 4i complete. If the expression A15 for P,
is used in the two equations in A8 and, furthermore, rnl/qn is eliminated, we obtain
(I 1-/I ) a - - Pj[(/,y - l/l3w)(k1/d2)P- (l/y - 1/i3)aP,]
ql
DN
where
DN =-P4 - -(Pa - PO (A18)
From this it follows that
(<l - PI2[1 - 1/'Y + P*Pa(1/'Y - I/fw)] (A19)
q + ac DN
and also
q, + [a - ( I/d2)] [ - 1/y + P*P,(1/,y - 1/#C)I (A20)
d 2 ~~~DN
Similarly rn/qn can be expressed as a function of Jai, Oiln. Therefore, we have shown that there exists a
one to one correspondence between the variables r, and qi and the flow factors ai and X,:
fai, pii n f r,, qiInl
or, as is evident from Eqs. A2 and A3, equivalently
,6il Ri Qi
RoRo I'
We have furthermore explicitly shown how to relate the parameter set Iai, Xi}, to the rate constants of
the mechanism. Therefore, when searching for optimum properties of the proofreading mechanism we
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may first determine the set {at, oil, and from this derive fri, qi17. All rate constants except Ro, which
determines the absolute time scale of the process, then follow. The discrimination ratio D can now, by
using Eqs. A5 for J0 together with Eqs. Al9 and A20, be formulated simply:
JC (d 8) P+Pv SY dc (A21)
JnW (I 1 1)p
Pa and P,, are defined in Eq. A7 and Po in Eq. A16. With our particular choice of boundary conditions
according to Eqs. 29 we can use Eq. 31 to obtain /3, = flw/D. Putting ,3c = for convenience we obtain a
simplified expression for D:
1__ 1 d-1 1(lI-'Yz)pIp+ d 7
D = d (A22)
P. P* -Y
The dissipation of free energy per mole of product according to Eq. (32) can now be written
WdT [D+ (pa 1)+D+1 (1 IA1 log () +1 log (D). (A23)RT jD+ 1 P.) D+17 Po j'~,+gg D+ 1
At this point it is suitable to relax the restrictions [SC] = [SW] and Kps = Kw in Eqs. 23 and 24. If we
keep the definition of D as the ratio Jn/J or, equivalently, [PC]/[PW], then Eq. 31 must be modified
according to
Jn [SC] Kc jOW
Jw [SW] Kw *3c
Therefore
Kw [Sw]
KcPS [SC]
The more general expression
[SC] P__P__y__ d_Kps____
D =dd .c / (A24)
O +~1
now replaces Eq. A22, but the expression for the dissipation of free energy per mole of product remains
the same.
Both the discrimination ratio D in Eq. A22 and Wd,,s in Eq. A23 are invariant with respect to any
interchange of pairs
aiX,4i aj,_ .
Minimum values of Wd,,, calculated with all rate constants of the enzyme as independent variables, are
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for a given D always obtained with the constraint that all flow factors ai and Xi are identical. In short,
minimum energy dissipation implies that:
ai = a = constant,
;i= 1,2,...n;.
= = constant.
From Eqs. Al 1 and Al 2 it now follows that any proofreading mechanism that is efficient in this sense
will have rate constants Ri and Q, which, except at the boundaries, change with the same factor as we
move along the steps of the enzyme
Ri R=Rr, (r)i- ; i i , 2 . .. n -1, (A25)
Q= Rql (r)'-'; i = 1, 2... n;
where
r, r
q, q
It is clarifying to relate D in Eq A22 directly to the rate constants of the mechanism. In optimum cases
this can be done simply. Define therefore variables Pi and ai from the relations (c.f. Eqs. AIO)
-ai(l-ai) = piai- ai(1 - ai), (A26)
d2cyi(1- = p - (1 -)(I(A26)i.
It follows directly that
(1 - ai)(I - Oi)(d2a1 - bi)
i d2a,(1 - 0k) - 4i( -ai) (A27)
=i 2 141QI -a i=1 29 ... n;.d ai(I - q5,) - 4o,(I a,)9
With
n
p= Pig (A28)
i-1
the discrimination ratio can now be written
d-1 1 1(I - 1/'Y)Pa,/Pp- d B+
D = d .d (A29)
(1 - I/'y)PO/PP + I
Expression A29 is completely general. However, in optimum cases, the variables Pi and ai can be directly
identified with the rate constants of the enzyme according to
Pi= p = r, ;i= 1929 ... n; (A30)
ai = a = q.
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It also follows from Eqs. A26 that
1-Y= + p + a + /( a2_4
1+p+d%r 1
(A3 1)
1-+p+d-a(+)-1,(1 +p+d2o)-4p.2 -2
The maximum value ofD with no restriction on energy dissipation, given d, f# and y, can now be obtained
by using the relations in A30 and taking the derivatives ofD in Eq. A29 with respect to p and a. We note
that the inequalities
0< < 1, 0< < 1
p p
follow directly from Eqs. A31. If we put (1 - a)/p = 1 and (1 - )lp = 0 in Eq. A29 a simple
expression for an upper bound of the maximum ofD is obtained.
Dmax < dy(l -d7) (A32)
The more detailed analysis shows that DmaX, is always characterized by the condition p = r = 0. The true
maximum can therefore be obtained from Eq. 57 by taking the derivative of D with respect to q. When
, == 0, i.e., when the concentration of product molecules is negligible, expressions for D,x in closed form
can easily be obtained.
In the discrete case with n steps
liM Dmax = ('Y - 1) d 2.(+ )(A33)x d fi + [(y - 1)(d2 1/Qz+1)-l1J+'
In the limit y -- 00 Eq. A33 is reduced to expression 59.
In the continuous case, when n -X oo, we obtain
(i,-1) (d2 _ 1)(d2-1)/d2 (A34)
d
In all cases where we give numerical examples on the relationship between dissipation of free energy and
accuracy in the main text we have chosen to include the displacement ,B as a free variable. The variable f3
has been eliminated using the subsidiary condition (Eq. A29) according to
(d -)Pp
(dP. - DPp)(y - 1) - Pp(D - d)
Wdi. was subsequently minimized with respect to the two (or three) variables p, a, (and 'y).
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